
 

“Junior” Jelly Roll Quilt   44” x 56” 

By Debbie Wendt ~ Wendt Quilting 

Make a quilt using Hex-a-ma-jig Jr. and ONE “jelly roll” or any roll of 40 2½” strips.  Batik quilt on 

website made with ”Dove Tikii Roll” by Sew Batik.  Plus batting, backing and ½ yard for binding. 

Hex-a-ma-jig Jr. will also be referred to as Junior in these instructions. 

Recommendations: 

Add “True Grip” dots to the back side of Hex-a-ma-jig Jr.  This helps prevent Junior from slipping when 

cutting around the template. 
 

CUTTING 

Lay a 2 ½” strip on cutting mat, leave the 2 ½” strip folded in half for faster cutting and allows for the 

correct cutting of the Side Edge pieces.  Trim off selvages, cut away as little as possible.  Lay Hex-a-ma-

jig Jr.’s left cutting line for Side Partial Hexie on the cut ends.  Cut along right 60° edge.   

Rotate Hex-a-ma-jig Jr., align previously cut 60° edge along template and top and bottom side should 

be exactly along edges of 2 ½” strip.  Cut opposite side of Junior, pull excess strip away from the Half 

Hexies just cut and cut lopped off corner points.   

The angle of the cut corners are matching points for piecing the Half Hexies into rows of the quilt.  Cut 

the entire strip rotating Junior for best use of fabric.  NINE Juniors can be cut from each strip.  (Most 

strips will get 9 half hexies, some may get 10.)  Repeat for all 40 strips.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

ARRANGE QUILT 

The cover quilt is 12 Half Hexies across and 29 down.  The first and second row are arranged so two of 

the same fabric halves create a full hexie shape.  Each subsequent row(s) will have the same effect, 

“Two Halves Make a Whole”.  See quilt layout on last page.  Add in the Side Partial Hexie edges. 

 

 

 

 

 

Hex-a-ma-jig Jr. Hex-a-ma-jig Jr. 

Hex-a-ma-jig Jr. 

Hex-a-ma-jig Jr. 

Hex-a-ma-jig Jr. 

fold 

NOTE:  Open folded end to 

cut last Half Hexie 

Left side edge: 

Bottom layer of Side 

Partial Hexie flips 

down to form a Half 

Hexie to fill in the zig 

zag edge. 

Right side edge: 

Bottom layer of Side 

Partial Hexie flips 

over and top piece 

rotates down to form 

a Half Hexie to fill in 

the right zig zag edge. 
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Hex-a-ma-jig 

Trim off selvages.  Place side edge line on 

cut edge, then cut right 60° edge 

2 Partial 

Side Edges 9 Half Hexies      



 

SEWING THE QUILT 

The quilt is sewn together in rows across the quilt.     

 

 

 

The Notches help to align the pieces to sew.  The half hexies are placed right sides together.  The steps 

below show the second and third pieces of the first row.  I offset just a bit in the diagram to show a 

peek of the bottom piece to show placement when sewing.  (white is wrong side of fabric)  The ¼” 

stitching line will cross at the notches.  By stitching one thread width inside the notch, it results in a 

smooth transition keeping top and bottom edges aligned. 

 

 

 

 

After stitching all the hexies in row one, press all the seams in the same direction.  Stitch all the rows.  

Each subsequent row is pressed in the opposite direction.  Row 1 press right, Row 2 press left, and so on. 

Then, stitch the rows into the quilt. 

QUILT LAYOUT 

Quilt shown to the right is 12 across by 29 down 

using 348 Half Hexies and 58 Side Edges. 

If for any reason you get fewer Half Hexies or Side 

Edges, make a smaller quilt.  With fewer pieces the 

quilt can be 11 x 29 using 319 Half Hexies plus 58 side 

edges.  OR 12 x 27 using 324 Half Hexies plus 54 side 

edges. 

FINISHING 

Layer quilt and bind! 

A simple overall pattern works well with busy fabrics. 

Quilt finishes to approximately 

12 across x 29 down = 44” x 56” 

Smaller options: 

12 across x 27 down = 44” x 52” 

11 across x 29 down = 40” x 56” 

 
If “jelly roll” has 40 different fabrics, you will need to pair 

similar fabrics together to create the full hexie coloring. 
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